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how to calculate your age by chocolate (with cheat sheet), how to calculate your age by chocolate yes, it's
true: if you are old enough to do mathematics and you like chocolate, you might be able to figure out your age
(or someone else's) by starting with the number of times you like chocolate. classroom - worksheet multicultural meal - classroom - worksheet - multicultural meal 1 title chocolate subject(s) mathematics,
biology & chemistry learning goal(s) • data measures, ratio, estimation/calculations connected to the topic of
chocolate. • discovering how a production process works (pay attention to chocolate taste-testing
introduction to loco for cocoa - chocolate taste-testing introduction to loco for cocoa utah social studies ...
1. review with the students the chocolate taste-testing worksheet. 2. ask students to begin tasting and
complete the worksheet. you may want ... sample chocolate cost calculations s’mores stoichiometry
worksheet - weebly - s’mores stoichiometry worksheet complete the worksheet below using dimensional
analysis (t-chart). show all steps in your work. this worksheet is your pre-lab for the s’mores activity. symbols
and values needed for calculations gc – graham cracker; m – marshmallow; ch – chocolate piece “molar mass”
of s’mores elements: specific heat capacity handout answer key - specific heat capacity handout answer
key objectives calculate the specific heat capacity of a liquid. ... hot chocolate calculations answers will vary,
based on collected data. see example answers below. 1. find the specific heat (sh) of the hot chocolate using
the equation: q = mc∆t. eating chocolate, a lesson in volume using candy bars - eating chocolate, a
lesson in volume using candy bars ... student calculations chart: name of candy volume servings bites per
serving hershey’s 43 g 38.5 cu cm 1 12 big twix 127.5 cu cm 2 8 ... and use the numbers on the worksheet for
the size of the candy bar. name: per: worksheet: solubility of salt - calculations/ analysis: 1. plot your
experimental data on the graph paper that you have been provided. draw your best fitting curve through your
data points. answers will vary 2. using your graph, how many grams of kno 3 can be dissolved in 1.00 ml of
water at the following temperatures? answers will vary a. 30 °c b. 40 °c c. 60 °c d. mole calculation
worksheet - nclark - mole calculation worksheet 1) how many moles are in 15 grams of lithium? 2) how
many grams are in 2.4 moles of sulfur? 3) how many moles are in 22 grams of argon? 4) how many grams are
in 88.1 moles of magnesium? 5) how many moles are in 2.3 grams of phosphorus? 6) how many grams are in
11.9 moles of chromium? mole calculation worksheet - sheffieldschools - mole to grams, grams to moles
conversions worksheet what are the molecular weights of the following compounds? (all masses must be to
nearest hundredth) 1) naoh 2) h 3 po 4 3) h 2 o 4) mn 2 se 7 5) mgcl 2 6) (nh 4) 2 so 4 there are three
definitions (equalities) of mole. they are: 1 mole = 6.02 x 1023 particles m&m science and math birdvilleschools - instructed to continue their calculations. 5. after students calculate the percent
compositions for each of the colors of m&m’s, they must obtain the results from 10 other lab partners and
record the information on data sheet 3. then, the students need to calculate the average percent composition
of each color. homework: 1. stoichiometry of s'mores - uga extension - prepare for each student a copy of
the stoichiometry of s’mores student handout. for each group, prepare a plate containing 1 hershey’s®
chocolate bar, 5 marshmallows, and 4 graham crackers. introduction: stoichiometry is the quantitative
relationship between reactants and products in a chemical reaction. volume - rectangular prism es1 - name
: score : printable math worksheets @ mathworksheets4kids find the volume of each rectangular prism. 10) a
bath tub in the shape of a rectangular prism is 20 meter long, 10 meter wide and 5 meter deep. performance
assessment task truffles grade 6 common core ... - truffles this problem gives you the chance to: • do
calculations in a real situation linda makes chocolate truffles. the recipe for 20 dark chocolate truffles is 1 cup
cream 2 cups dark chocolate 1. complete the recipe for 40 dark truffles _____ cups cream _____ cups dark
chocolate 2. measuring speed of light with chocolate - uga extension - measuring the speed of light
with chocolate anyone can measure the speed of light (c) - with chocolate and a microwave oven! the only
equipment you need for this experiment is a microwave, a ruler and chocolate. the speed of light is equal to
the wavelength (λ) multiplied by the frequency (f)
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